
Heavy-Duty Plier Style Handpiece
Model: 10587

Description

Our Heavy-duty Plier-style handpiece has been recently redesigned to provide the user with the
superior experience they've come to expect from American Beauty tools. Already the most
robust resistance soldering handpiece available on the market, we have quadrupled the
amount of heat-baffling, added ergonomic handle grips and created the ability for the
handpiece to operate at a 90 degree angle. We are confident that our upgraded Heavy-duty
Plier-style handpiece will help to further cement American Beauty's reputation as the ultimate
manufacturer of resistance soldering tools.

Features and Benefits

With the ability to turn the soldering adapters to a 90 degree angle, you can now access even
more locations with this robust hand-piece.

The redesigned hand-piece quadrupled the level of heat baffling, helping to ensure a
comfortable user experience.

Ergonomically improved handle offers improved grip for the operator.

Carbon block electrodes generate intense, localized heat and can be easily customized to
specific applications.



  

HEAVY-DUTY PLIER-STYLE HANDPIECE (Model 10587)
HOW TO UTILIZE 90º  ADAPTER FUNCTION

Making use of the 90 degree adapter function on your 10587 hand-piece 
requires only the use of the 1/8” Hex Key provided and following these 3 
simple steps.  Now, reaching those challenging joints is easier than ever.

Step 1

Turn you hand-piece on it's 
side, locate the set screw & 
loosen.

Set Screw Allen Key
(provided)

Remove adapter from 
the hand-piece.  Locate 
alternate hole position.

Alt. 
Position 
Hole in 
Adapter

Shaft

Step 2

Slide the adapter over 
the shaft using the 
alternate hole & tighten 
the  set screw.  Repeat 
these steps for the other 
side.

Step 3

CAUTION
•During use, Adapters can 
get quite hot.  Ensure hand-
piece has adequate cooling 
time prior to performing this 
change. 
• 
Routinely check adapter's 
set-screw to ensure its 
snug. 
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